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The purpose of the present study is to differentiate between innocent suspects who

have knowledge of crime information and guilty suspects. The study investigated

eye-movement differences among three groups: a guilty group who took part in a

mock crime, an innocent-aware group who did not commit a mock crime but were

exposed to the crime stimuli, and an innocent-unaware group who neither committed

a mock crime nor had crime-relevant information. Each group’s eye movements were

tracked while all participants viewed stimuli (crime-relevant, crime-irrelevant, and neutral).

The results revealed that the guilty group not only viewed all stimuli later than the

other groups, they also viewed crime-relevant and crime-irrelevant stimuli for a shorter

time period than the innocent-aware group; the innocent-aware group focused their

attention on crime-relevant and crime-irrelevant stimuli longer than neutral stimuli, and the

innocent-unaware group showed no differences in their attention focus among all types

of stimuli. This present study suggests that guilty individuals show attentional avoidance

from all stimuli in a lie detection situation, whereas innocent-aware and innocent-unaware

individuals did not show avoidance responses.

Keywords: attentional bias, attentional avoidance, deception detection, guilty knowledge test, concealed

information test, eye-movement

INTRODUCTION

The Guilty Knowledge Test (GKT) or the Concealed Information Test (CIT) is a deception
detection method and is intended to establish the existence of a specific memory trace (1–3). The
GKT is based on the assumption that suspects who possess knowledge about specific crime related
details will be physiologically more reactive to crime-relevant questions than crime-irrelevant
questions, by utilizing a series of multiple-choice questions, each having one crime-relevant
question and several control questions (4). GKT relies on a solid scientific principle, called an
orienting response (OR), which is an elicited response caused by a novel stimulus or a familiar
stimulus with relevance or “signal value” (5, 6), and it has been shown that guilty knowledge has
an added signal value (7). That is, people who have guilty knowledge show a stronger OR to crime-
relevant questions than to other questions, whereas all questions elicit equivalent responses from
truth tellers. Laboratory research has reported that the GKT has high validity coefficients for the
differentiation between guilty and innocent persons on the basis of autonomic measures such as
skin conductance responses, respiration, heart rate, the P300 event-related potential (8–11), and
can be generalized to the criminal field (12, 13).
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However, the GKT also has the possibility of false positive
errors because it may not work correctly when innocent suspects
are exposed to crime-related information (14–17). It is not easy to
keep salient features of a crime from being leaked to the innocent
group, and the leakage of the critical features of the crime might
put the innocent group in substantial danger because knowledge
of the critical crime stimuli might be sufficient for producing
differential responses to the stimuli. Therefore, it is widely known
that false positive errors, where the innocent group is judged as
guilty, can be controlled as long as information about the crime
is not leaked to innocent group in the GKT.

Because the GKT may not work with an innocent group
that has guilty knowledge, Ben-Shakhar et al. (18) attempted to
identify the effects of awareness of crime-relevant information on
the deception detection with the GKT. They investigated whether
introducing target stimuli, to reduce false positive outcomes,
occurred from the leakage of crime-relevant information to
the innocent group. In their study, they introduced target
items to which participants must respond while answering the
GKT questions with the purpose of drawing the attention of
informed innocent suspects. As a result, the informed innocent
group showed relatively larger electrodermal responses to the
critical stimuli than uninformed ones—but not as large as the
responses of the guilty group. However, it is a hasty conclusion
to suggest that the informed innocent group attended to target
stimuli at a level near that of the guilty group, because the
study did not directly measure the effect of the target items
in drawing attention. Therefore, it remains unclear whether
discrimination between informed innocent and guilty suspects is
possible (19, 20).

It is known that not only physiological activity, but also
attentional processes are involved in responses to guilty
knowledge, as a component of the OR (21). Indeed, several
authors have argued that the main function of the OR is
to enhance information processing, which is achieved by not
only directing the senses to the stimulus but also allocating
attention toward it. Both novel and significant stimuli are
associated with an allocation of attention, as measured by task
interference on a concurrent reaction time task (22, 23). In
addition, Verschuere et al. (24) found that guilty knowledge
elicits a signal-OR and therefore demands attentional resources
with a probe classification task. Therefore, it is reasonable
to think that guilty knowledge demands attention. However,
there has been no indication of spatial shifting of attention
on guilty knowledge thus far, and it remains unclear whether
participants would shift attention either toward or away from
guilty knowledge. An eye-tracking technique can be an effective
way to investigate the direction of attention because eye tracking
is a continuous method of measuring eye movement, which
allows for the direct observation of attentional engagement, shift,
and a disengagement pattern (25). The eye-tracking device not
only provides a highly direct measure of visual attention but also
allows continuous measurement of gaze patterns.

Gaze patterns reveal complex information processing that can
be explained as an attentional bias that involves both autonomic
and controlled processes (26, 27). Eye tracking literature defines
initial gaze fixation or first fixation latency “where one looks”

as OR /initial orienting of overt attention to a stimulus (often
a more automatic process); and dwell time or fixation time as
the later process of “how long one looks,” a rather strategically
controlled process (28, 29). That is, it is likely that people
who have guilty knowledge initially fixate their eyes toward
crime-relevant information automatically because of the OR but
subsequently show cognitive eye movements as a manifestation
of strategic behavior in controlled processes. Recently, Kim et al.
(30) attempted to identify whether or not liars, as compared to
truth tellers, would have an attentional bias for guilty knowledge
using the eye tracker. As a result, both the guilty and the innocent
groups initially fixated on crime-relevant stimuli rather than on
both crime-irrelevant and neutral stimuli. In addition, the guilty
group showed a longer dwell time for neutral stimuli than the
innocent group did, although there was no difference between
the two groups for crime-relevant and irrelevant stimuli. These
findings possibly indicate that the guilty group reflexively moved
their eyes toward crime-relevant stimuli as an OR, but they
strategically diverted their attention from these stimuli so as
not to be found guilty of theft. It has been found that liars use
an “avoid and escape” strategy when confronted with deceptive
evidence during communication (31). It might be assumed
that guilty people who have guilty knowledge show differential
responding to crime-relevant information than innocent people
who have guilty knowledge and innocent people who have no
guilty knowledge. Therefore, there is a need to investigate in
order to differentiate innocent suspects who have knowledge of
crime information from guilty suspects, using attentional bias
regarding crime information, by measuring eye movement.

The purpose of this study was to investigate attentional
bias regarding crime information, by measuring eye movement
and to reveal differences in attentional patterns between guilty
and innocent-aware groups. We investigated the eye-movement
differences among three groups: a guilty group who committed
a mock crime, an innocent-aware group who did not commit a
mock crime but were naturally exposed to guilty knowledge, and
an innocent-unaware group who did not have any knowledge
of the crime and did not commit a mock crime. We predicted
that the guilty group would show a shorter first fixation time and
a shorter dwell time toward crime-relevant stimuli than crime-
irrelevant and neutral stimuli. In addition, we expected that the
innocent-aware group would show a shorter first fixation time
and a longer dwell time toward both crime-relevant and crime-
irrelevant stimuli than neutral stimuli. Finally, we expected that
there would be no differences in a first fixation time and a dwell
time to all types of stimuli in the innocent-unaware group.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Participants
A total of 60 undergraduate students from Seoul, Korea were
recruited for this experiment. All participants were physically and
psychologically healthy, and their state of health was checked
by an interview. Participants were randomly assigned to one
of the three groups: a guilty group who committed a mock
crime and possessed crime-relevant knowledge, an innocent-
aware group who possessed crime-relevant information even
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though they did not take part in the mock crime, and an
innocent-unaware group who did not have any knowledge of
the mock crime. Of all participants, three from the guilty
group, five from the innocent-aware group, and one from
the innocent-unaware group were removed as outliers—three
because their dwell time results were more than 2 SD from the
mean (three had unusually variable dwell time), five because
their first fixation time results were more than 2 SD from
the mean (five had unusually variable first fixation time) and
one had almost half of the data missing due to measurement
errors. Finally, the guilty group consisted of 17 participants
(six males, mean age = 22.56; SD = 2.10), the innocent-
aware group consisted of 15 participants (nine males, mean
age = 23.67, SD = 2.82), and the innocent-unaware group
consisted of 19 participants (nine males, mean age = 21.45,
SD= 2.16).

Apparatus and Materials
Eye movements for all participants were recorded with
an eye-tracking device (iView XTM Red—IV Eye Tracking
System, Sensomotoric Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany)
at a sampling rate of 60Hz. In order to analyze the eye-
movement data, we used the Begaze (SMI, Berlin, Germany)
software package, which provided a variety of gaze information,
such as how long they fixated their attention, where they
focused, how many times they saw the specific location or
stimulus, and so on. Each participant was seated at a desk,
at a distance of 70 cm from a 23-inch wide monitor (1,920
× 1,080), and the eye tracker allowed the participants to
naturally move their heads and eyes without any attached
sensors. The eye movements that were stable for at least
80ms within the visual angle of 1.4◦ were defined as a
fixation (28).

Three types of stimuli were used: crime-relevant, crime-
irrelevant, and neutral stimuli. Crime-relevant stimuli comprised
of four items that were used in the mock crime: black USB,
white envelope, purple legal seal, and black pen. Crime-irrelevant
stimuli comprised of four items that were similar to the crime-
relevant stimuli in shape but were not used for the mock
crime: silver USB, purple postcard, unofficial seal, and pencil.
Finally, neutral stimuli comprised of four items that were not
exposed to participants during the experiment: Thermos, stapler,
toothbrush, and felt-tipped pen. Twenty-four people other than
the experimental participants rated the valence and arousal of
each stimulus with a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 labeled as “very
unpleasant” and “calm,” and 7 labeled as “very pleasant” and
“arousing.” There were no differences in the mean valence and
arousal rating among the three stimuli types. Each picture was
95mm high by 130mm wide when displayed on the screen, and
the distance between their inner edges was 30mm. The distance
between the two probe positions was 105mm (visual angle of
5.4◦). The task consisted of 36 pairs, Crime-relevant & Crime-
irrelevant, Crime-relevant & Neutral, and Crime-irrelevant &
Neutral which were presented on one screen at the same time.
The pairs were presented in a counterbalanced order between
the left and right sides of the screen. A total of 72 trials were
performed in two blocks.

Measures
Recognition Test

A recognition test was conducted to determine how
well-participants remembered the crime-relevant and crime-
irrelevant stimuli. The test consisted of 12 single-selection
questions (four questions of crime-relevant stimuli, four
questions of crime-irrelevant stimuli, four questions of neutral
stimuli), and participants were asked to mark an X in the
appropriate answer (i.e., 1: the stimuli you stole during
the experiment, 2: the stimuli you did not steal during the
experiment, and 3: you do not remember the stimuli or do not
know the answer). Therefore, the correct answer was different
for each group. One point was given if the answer was correct,
if not then 0 points were given adding up to the total score of
12 points.

Procedure
Upon their arrival, participants were given a brief description of
the experiments and their rights as a research participant and
signed an informed consent form. Both the experiment and the
informed consent was approved by the institutional review board
of Chung-Ang University. Afterward, they were informed that
they would take part in an experiment on detecting deception
and instructed to try not to be judged as guilty. Then, they were
randomly assigned to one of the three groups: guilty, innocent-
aware, and innocent-unaware. The mission for the guilty group
was to enter the teaching assistant’s office, steal money (∼50
dollars) in a white envelope, then falsify an account book file in
the black USB to cover up for stealing the money. After, they were
to write out a fake receipt using a black pen, and then stamp
a purple seal on the fake receipt without getting caught. The
mission for the innocent-aware group was to go to the teaching
assistant’s office, ask someone for permission to bring eight
items, including crime-relevant and crime-irrelevant stimuli, as
an errand for the assistant. There was no specific mission for
the innocent-unaware group. The innocent-unaware group just
stayed in the laboratory for about 15min doing nothing. After
each mission was completed, all participants came back to the
psychology laboratory and moved to the next room for the eye-
tracking experiment. Then, we presented crime-relevant and
crime-irrelevant stimuli as criminal evidence to the guilty and
innocent-aware groups on the computer screen on the desk
before eye tracking, whereas the innocent-unaware group did not
receive such information. A total of eight stimuli were presented
one by one for a 1,000ms, and both the guilty and innocent-
aware groups were informed that these stimuli were criminal
evidence of a theft case in the laboratory. Therefore, the guilty
group was exposed to crime-relevant knowledge, but individuals
in this group knew the difference between crime-relevant and
crime-irrelevant stimuli. While the innocent-aware group was
exposed to crime-relevant knowledge, but individuals in this
group could not differentiate between crime-relevant and crime-
irrelevant stimuli. The innocent-unaware group was not exposed
to crime-relevant knowledge at all. All participants were required
to answer “No” when asked if they had committed a theft crime,
and their eye movements were recorded while they looked at
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the pairs of stimuli that included crime-relevant information
(free-viewing task).

Each trial started with a central cross-fixation for 1,000ms,
followed by a pair of stimulus shown side-by-side for 8,000ms;
then, a blank screen was presented for 1,000ms for a given inter-
trial interval before the start of the next trial (Figure 1). In order
to control leftward or rightward bias, the location of the stimulus
was counter-balanced (32). A total of 72 trials were conducted,
and one stimulus was located on the left side on the screen and
the other on the right side. All participants were required to
maintain fixation until target stimuli appearance, and fixation
behavior of the subjects was controlled prior to each trial, in that
way the next trial only started if the subject fixated the cross-
fixation cross for more than 300ms. Participants’ eye movements
were recorded with an eye-tracker while they viewed stimuli
displayed on the computer monitor. After the experiment, all
participants were asked to perform a recognition test, were
debriefed about the experiment and payment procedure, and
were given 5,000 Won (∼5 US dollars) as a reward. In addition,
they were each asked not to share any information with anyone
who might participate in the experiment in the future.

Data Analysis
SPSS 15.0 for windows was used for the analyses. The changes in
participants’ eye movements while they were exposed to stimuli
displayed on the computer monitor were measured. An area of
interest (AOI) was designated to cover each picture, and the
eye movements were examined in terms of fixations recorded
within an AOI. In order to investigate the total amount of time
spent at each stimulus (dwell time) and the amount time until
the first fixation (first fixation time) in each group, a 3 (group:
guilty, innocent-aware, innocent-unaware) as a between-subject
factor × 3 (stimuli: crime-relevant, crime-irrelevant, neutral) as
a within-subject factor repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was conducted, and degrees of freedom were adjusted
with the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon to correct for violations of
the sphericity assumption.

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics
There were no significant gender differences among the three
groups, χ

2(2) = 3.45, p = 0.18, n.s. In addition, there were no
significant age differences among the three groups, F(2,48) = 1.42,
p= 0.25, n.s.

Recognition Test
The number of correctly remembered items in the recognition
test was 11.17 out of 12 details (SD = 0.59) for the guilty group,
11.80 (SD= 0.41) for the innocent-aware group, and 11.74 (SD=

0.56) for the innocent-unaware group. The one-way ANOVA on
the number of correctly recognized items revealed no significant
effect of the factor group, F(2,48) = 0.13, p = 0.88, n.s., indicating
that participants in all groups remembered the crime-relevant
and/or crime-irrelevant stimuli well-according to each group’s
mission and did not differ in their recognition rates.

Dwell Time
Degrees of freedom were adjusted with the Greenhouse-Geisser
epsilon to correct for violations of the sphericity assumption.
The results revealed significant group × stimuli interaction,
F(2.64,63.32) = 9.11, p < 0.01, η

2
= 0.28, indicating that each

group showed different eye-movement responses depending on
the stimulus type. Further analysis revealed that the innocent-
aware group showed a significant difference in dwell time among
all stimulus types, F(1.12,15.69) = 8.56, p < 0.05, η

2
= 0.38.

Specifically, the innocent-aware group spent more time gazing at
crime-relevant and crime irrelevant stimuli than neutral stimuli,
t(14) = 2.80, p < 0.05, t(14) = 3.23, p < 0.05 (Figure 2). On
the other hand, the guilty and innocent-unaware groups showed
similar eye-movement regardless of stimulus type, F(2,32) = 1.41,

FIGURE 2 | Dwell time for the three stimulus types with respect to the subject

group. Means and standard error (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01) are shown.

FIGURE 1 | An example of the computer screen as it appeared to the subjects during the task.
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n.s., F(2,36) = 2.48, n.s. In addition, we conducted analyses to
compare dwell time on each stimulus type among the three
groups for exploratory analysis. As a result, we found that dwell
time was a significantly more for crime-relevant stimuli,t for
the innocent-aware and innocent-unaware groups than for the
guilty group, t(30) = 2.41, p < 0.05, t(34) = 2.20, p < 0.05. In
addition, the innocent-aware group spent more time gazing at
crime-irrelevant stimuli than the guilty group, t(30) = 2.46, p
< 0.05, and spent less time gazing at neutral stimuli than the
innocent-unaware group, t(24) = 2.50, p < 0.05.

There was a significant main effect for the stimuli, F(1.32,63.32)
= 9.06, p < 0.01, η

2
= 0.14, indicating that there was a

statistically significant difference among stimuli in dwell time.
Further analysis revealed that there was no difference between
crime-relevant and crime-irrelevant stimuli (n.s.), while the dwell
time for both crime-relevant and the crime-irrelevant stimuli
were significantly longer than that for the neutral stimuli (P <

0.05 for both stimuli). There was no significant main effect for
the group, F(2,48) = 1.28, n.s.

First Fixation Time
The results revealed no significant group × stimuli interaction,
F(4,96) = 1.23, n.s., and no main effect for stimuli, F(2,96) =

0.02, n.s. However, there was a significant main effect for the
group, F(2,48) = 3.57, p < 0.05, η

2
= 0.13. A LSD post-hoc test

revealed that the first fixation time for the guilty group was
significantly longer than that for the innocent-unaware group
(p < 0.05) and marginally longer than that for the innocent-
aware group (p = 0.06), indicating that the guilty group showed
an avoidance tendency from all stimulus types, unlike the other
groups (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the
attentional bias for guilty knowledge in the guilty group in the
GKT using an eye tracker. In addition, the study aimed to

FIGURE 3 | First fixation time for the three stimulus types with respect to the

subject group. Means and standard error (*p < 0.05) are shown.

examine whether eye-movement measurement can compensate
for the defect of the GKT, in which innocent subjects who are
exposed to guilty knowledge, may be judged as guilty.

The main finding of the present study is that the guilty group
showed avoidance responses from all stimuli in a lie detection
situation. Thus, our first hypothesis that the guilty group would
show a shorter first fixation time and a shorter dwell time toward
crime-relevant stimuli than crime-irrelevant and neutral stimuli,
was rejected. In the present study, the guilty group showed
no differences in dwell time for all stimulus types. They spent
less time gazing at crime-relevant stimuli than the innocent-
aware and innocent-unaware groups and spent less time gazing
at crime-irrelevant stimuli than the innocent-aware group.
Although there were no differences in dwell time, the guilty
group spent less time gazing at all types of stimuli than the other
two groups, indicating that they showed attentional avoidance
from all stimuli. This finding is partially consistent with that
of a previous study showing that guilty knowledge demands
attention (24). In their experiments,Verschuere et al. (24) found
that probe responses were slower in guilty knowledge trials than
in neutral trials in a probe classification task, indicating general
interruption of attentional performance in guilty knowledge
trials, but no spatial shifting of attention. They concluded that
it remains possible that participants may shift their attention
away from guilty knowledge to try to avoid detection, and this
result may support this prediction. We might assume that the
guilty group did not involve all presented stimuli because of
fear of regarding the deception detection situation per se. This
lack of involvement is in agreement with a hesitation response
during deception, which is one of the cognitively demanding
tasks, such as gaze aversion (33), fewer body movements (34),
and long pauses in statements between the lie detector’s questions
and responses.

The second important finding is that the innocent-aware
group showed attentional bias toward crime-relevant and crime-
irrelevant stimuli. Thus, our second hypothesis that the innocent-
aware group would show a shorter first fixation time and
a longer dwell time toward both crime-relevant and crime-
irrelevant stimuli than neutral stimuli was partially supported.
In the present study, they focused their attention on crime-
relevant stimuli and crime-irrelevant stimuli longer than neutral
ones. In addition, they observed crime-relevant stimuli for a
longer time than the guilty group and observed neutral stimuli
for less time than the innocent-unaware group. In the case of
crime-relevant stimuli, such stimuli were significant to both
the guilty and innocent-aware groups, but the guilty group
avoided crime-relevant stimuli, unlike the innocent-aware group.
This difference between the guilty and innocent-aware groups
could possibly be interpreted to show the existence of the
feeling of threat. The high level of threat for the crime-relevant
stimuli in the guilty group under a lie detection situation may
have contributed to the avoidance response, which is consistent
with a previous study showing that the guilty group avoided
guilty knowledge (30). In contrast, we may assume that those
who had knowledge of crime information but did not commit
the crime did not show an avoidance response toward crime-
relevant stimuli because of the low level of threat under the lie
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detection test. Therefore, we assume that this indicates that mere
knowledge plays an important role in allocating more attentional
resources toward crime-relevant and crime-irrelevant stimuli
in innocent-aware examinees, whereas actual action may have
contributed to the attentional process for guilty participants.

Finally, the innocent-unaware group showed no differences in
dwell time among all types of stimuli. Thus, our third hypothesis
that there would be no differences in a first fixation time and a
dwell time to all types of stimuli in the innocent-unaware group
was partially supported. This is consistent with our prediction
that there were no specific responses toward crime-relevant
stimuli in the innocent-unaware group. Unlike the guilty group,
the innocent-unaware group had not taken part in actual criminal
action; thus, the presented stimuli might not have threatened
them at all. In addition, the innocent-unaware group had no
knowledge of criminal information, so there were no stimuli
with significance or meaningfulness to them which might cause a
threat or OR.

The present study has some implications. The guilty group,
when faced with a lie detection situation showed a different
pattern of attention from the innocent aware and the innocent-
unaware group. This indicates that it is important to consider
deception detection particularly with respect to nonverbal
behaviors. Therefore, we should be careful when using detection
of deception with visual stimuli since this avoidance response
might cause problems, such as cheating the lie detection. In
addition, attentional-avoidance patterns using eye-trackers can
be used as an additional marker to distinguish deception from
truth in criminal investigative settings.

The present study also has some limitations. First, it is
difficult to generalize these findings to other populations and
applied settings. This is because the study was conducted
with undergraduate students in a mock-crime paradigm and
addressed only one kind of mock-crime paradigm. Therefore,
future research should be conducted with criminal suspects
in a real deception detection setting and include more kinds
of crimes. Second, we did not accurately and concretely
assess physiological responses according to the stimulus type.
Although we have controlled the valence and arousal of each

stimulus type from a preliminary study, participants of the

current study did not rate valence and arousal rate during
this specific eye tracking experiment. Therefore, we cannot be
sure that there were no differences between the stimulus types
or between the groups. Future studies should rate the stimuli
and measure physiological responses such as skin conductance
responses and pupil sizes. Finally, although it constitutes a
normal distribution, since the small sample size may elicit
low statistical power, greater sample sizes may be useful in
future research.

Despite these limitations, our findings may make up for the
shortcomings of the GKT and provide important information
on the effectiveness of the GKT as a lie detection technique.
Namely, this study suggests that even if the innocent group is
exposed to guilty knowledge, eye-tracking technology seems to be
an effective method for distinguishing between deceptive groups
and non-deceptive groups.
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